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EyeSim is an ophthalmic virtual simulator for educators to utilize in a classroom for knowledge
transfer and for learners to achieve mastery learning through deliberate practice. It is an
interactive, stereo model with viewing from any angle. Advanced hardware options allow for a 3D
motion tracked experience that offers a truly immersive learning experience. Currently available
modules include ocular anatomy, pupil simulator, ocular motility simulator and a visual pathway
simulator.
Realistic 3D ocular anatomy with interactive features that allow the users to explore ocular
structures with a 360 degree view and with supporting animations.

“During my
twenty years of experience
in academic ophthalmology, I have
witnessed the evolution of classroom teaching tools
from blackboards to whiteboards to smart boards and
transparencies to digital slides to PowerPoint. I see Virtual
Reality as the next step forward in classroom technology.
Research in many specialties has shown that simulation based
medical education combined with deliberate practice enables
mastery learning. EyeSim will provide my colleagues with a
platform to build a simulation based ophthalmic educational
curriculum on, and an opportunity for the learners to achieve
mastery learning through deliberate practice in a safe environment.”
Anuradha Khanna MD
Virtual Reality has also proven to be an
effective tool for classroom learning.
3D classroom learning yields higher
attention levels (92% vs 46%) and
improved test results (86% improved)
than traditional learning alone1.

An interactive eye examination enables the user to explore pupillary,
ocular motility, and cranial nerve dysfunctions in a virtual patient.

1. “3D learning tools positive for pupils, says study” - http://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/technology-15115059

“For the things we
have to learn before
we can do them,
we learn by doing
them.” - Aristotle,
The Nicomachean
Ethics
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